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TechRadar Verdict While bulky, the Yoga 2 remains a solid, useful budget tablet that continues to improve upon previous designs, making it well worth the price. +Great battery life+Versatile stand+High quality screen+Multitasking capabilities-Heavy tablet-Slow to charge-Battery cylinder is bulky Lenovo has made a name for itself in computer
hardware over the past few years. Boasting powerful, high quality and often affordable computers, this Chinese based company has provided plenty of competition for brands more established in the West.However, Lenovo appears to have struggled to break into the tablet market in any meaningful way. Its A-series tablets are functional and cheap,
but have received relatively little attention because of its utter lack of sleek design or distinguishing features.Even Lenovo's most innovative series, the Yoga Tablet 10, was received with mixed emotions. Fortunately, Lenovo has learned from its mistakes with each iteration of the Yoga tablet it has produced. As a result, the Yoga Tablet 10 HD+ series
made much needed improvements to the overall design and quality of its predecessor.One of the largest complaints about previous Yoga tablets was price. While cheaper than most high-end tablets, many still didn't feel they were getting a fair deal. Hearing the complaints of its customers, Lenovo chose to release the Yoga Tablet 2 for less than the
previous versions.Priced at $249 (£199, AU$349), the Yoga Tablet 2 promises to offer an excellent bang for your buck. More importantly, this slate delivers a more premium experience than most sub-$300 tablets can even hope to muster.Boasting a 1,920 x 1,200 resolution, the screen quality remains on par with the Yoga Tablet HD+.The Intel Atom
quad-core processor is also a wonderful improvement over the Qualcomm Snapdragon or MediaTek quad-core chips that the previous Yoga tablets have included. The Atom processor has held its own against more demanding apps that the first two Yoga processors often struggled with.Storage is also easy with the Yoga 2. Already boasting 16GB of
local storage, the tablet also includes a MicroSD card slot able to take cards as spacious as 64GB.This Yoga 2 also comes with Android Kitkat built-in. While not 100% current, the software offers a great deal of flexibility and customization that rivals the flexibility of the tablet itself. If you aren't an Android fan, other versions of the Yoga 2 include the
Windows 8.1 operating system instead. Current page: Introduction, display and specs Next Page Design Your old Android tablet just isn't good enough to be your daily driver anymore, but it isn't valuable enough to trade in or sell on eBay. However, that doesn't mean you have to throw it in the trash or leave it languishing in a drawer.From turning it
into a security camera to making it a smart remote or handing it off to your kids, here are 10 great uses for an old Android tablet.If you want to keep an eye on your home, your old Android tablet can serve as a connected security monitor, employing either its front or rear cameras to keep an eye on your home or office. There are a number of apps
that make it easy to use your old Android device or devices for home security, but our favorite is AtHome Video Streamer. Just make sure you get a stand or mount for your tablet and keep the device plugged in. Image Credit: Africa Studio / ShutterstockYou can use your Android tablet as a universal remote to do anything from change the TV channel
to turn on your lights or turn down the thermostat. Most smart-home apps operate over Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, and you can control many smart TVs over Wi-Fi. However, if you're using a more traditional TV, you'll need your tablet to have an infrared port, also known as an IR blaster. Only about 20 tablets, mostly from Samsung and LG, have one, but you
can check if your tablet does by reading your instruction manual or looking for a small, covered hole on the side of your device. If your tablet doesn't come with a remote control app preloaded, Peel Smart Remote is a great choice, as are AnyMote Smart Remote and Irdroid. If your smart home devices or hub don't already have an app, you could use
iRule or OnHome.Many people pay $50 to $100 to buy digital photo frames that display slide shows of family pictures. However, if you have an old Android tablet that you're willing to dedicate to this task, you can get that functionality without spending an extra dime. You turn your tablet into a photo frame by way of apps at the Play Store, one being
Photo Slides. You'll need to load all the photos you want onto the old tablet and place the device somewhere near an outlet so it can remain plugged in at all times. We also recommend buying an inexpensive stand like the AmazonBasics Adjustable Tablet Stand (opens in new tab)to keep your tablet propped up and easy to view. Image Credit:Antonio
Guillem / ShutterstockYour computer's storage drive contains a treasure trove of important data, from your family photos to your work reports. But no matter how secure your laptop is, a hardware or software failure can still wipe out your files. Install an app like Wi-Fi File Server Free, and your old tablet can serve as a wireless backup server,
keeping a copy of your files available at all times on your local network or even on the Internet. This is particularly helpful if you have a tablet with a microSD card slot and a high-capacity card inside. Image Credit: Stuart Miles / ShutterstockLet's say you're in culinary arts and you need to have a library full of cookbooks. You can take that old Android
tablet and make all of the storage available on the device as a reference library for your books. In fact, many Android tablets feature a microSD card that can expand your storage, helping you add many more books to your collection. If you want a huge storehouse of information available without an Internet connection, download Kwix, which lets you
download offline Wikipedia, WikiLeaks and other free reference materials. A good source from which to purchase reference materials would be either Amazon's Kindle Store (download the Kindle app first) or Google Play Books. There are plenty of free titles that cost nothing, and you can search for as many books as your tablet storage will allow.
Image Credit: Gts / ShutterstockIf you like to draw, you can use your old Android tablet to breathe new life into your artistic abilities. To set up your device as a digital canvas, purchase a stylus that you can use to write on the display (make sure the stylus is compatible with most Android devices first), then download an app or two that let you draw
and paint, and go from there. Unless your tablet is one of Samsung's Galaxy Notes, which come with active pens, you'll need to buy a capacitive stylus like the AmazonBasics (opens in new tab)or Bamboo Omni. There are a number of painting apps available for Android. We like Drawing Board, a free app that's very easy to use, or Autodesk
SketchBookand Adobe Illustrator, which are a little more complex. Image Credit: Gaius / ShutterstockThinking of buying a GPS system for your vehicle? Why do that when your Android tablet can be mounted on your dashboard with Google Maps built in? Not only can you use your tablet for maps, but you can also use it to play your favorite music
from Google Play Music or apps such as Spotify or Pandora. To use streaming services or to access maps online, you'll need to have in-car Wi-Fi, an active hotspot on your phone or a tablet with cellular connectivity. You'll need a good dashboard mount, such as the $39.95 iBolt FlexPro Car Mount for Tablets (opens in new tab), which can be positioned
on the windshield or dashboard and can adjust to fit your tablet. The $10 Dealgadgets 360-degree (opens in new tab) mount holder is a less expensive option that hangs down from the windshield.That 3-year-old tablet may have an older version of Android and a low-res screen that you can't stand to look at, but your child would have no problem
watching Team Umizoomi on the device. Before you hand Junior your slate, however, you'll want to install a kid-friendly interface that has strong parental controls. To set up the kids' tablet UI, you can use either the Kids Mode app from Zoodles or Samsung's Kids Mode app (opens in new tab). The Kids Mode app from Zoodles allows children to paint,
draw and doodle, while giving them free access to games, videos and books. A premium subscription gives parents further control over the experience, putting Mom and Dad's minds at ease about their child's activities. On Galaxy tablets, Samsung's Kids Mode does something similar, and even locks your child into the safe mode and prevents him or
her from leaving. This means that your personal data remains hidden and safe from kid access while your child is free to roam.If you already have a home Wi-Fi network, you can make your Android tablet an extender by connecting your tablet to your router, then using Hotspot Control or FoxFi to turn your slate into a hotspot. You can also use PdaNet
to share your tablet's internet with a PC via USB connection. If you have cellular data, you can make your Android tablet a mobile hotspot and connect multiple devices to it (this is how a Wi-Fi router works). Just make sure that you don't get rid of your data plan if you want to keep the benefits of that mobile hotspot. You can always purchase public
Wi-Fi if you'd like (Skype Wi-Fi, for example). Image Credit: Andrey_Popov / ShutterstockSome Android-tablet users love the convenience of mobile devices but miss the classic typewriter. To re-create that experience for your old Android tablet, you can use the free app Typewriter by Rebi, which can be found at the Google Play Store. This app brings
the old typewriter sounds that you love, along with the expected typewriter design to make it seem as if time hasn't passed at all.Tablet Guide Some Android tablets have unique features that set the devices apart from Apple’s iPad 2. Toshiba is offering its Tablet with a replaceable battery option, which users can buy for $89. Keyboards for Motorola’s
Xoom and Samsung’s Galaxy Tab are available with specific keys that make it easy to use and navigate the Android OS. Other handy accessories such as M-Edge’s Convertible Sleeve can be used for both e-readers and tablets. Motorola Zoom Wireless KeyboardSome accessories, such as the Wireless Keyboard, provide additional functionality to
Motorola’s Xoom. The full-sized Wireless Keyboard enables users to type on the Xoom via a Bluetooth wireless connection. The feature that sets it apart from other wireless keyboards is shortcut keys designed to provide quick access to Android applications. But at $69.99 it is expensive. The keyboard also works with Motorola’s Atrix 4G smartphone,
so the accessory may be worth the price if you own both devices. Motorola is also selling a speaker dock for $129.99 and a standard dock for $49.99, both for the Xoom. Motorola’s online store also offers an HDMI cable at $39.99 to connect the Xoom to high-definition TVs. The site also offers cases and covers for $29.99. Samsung Galaxy Tab
Keyboard DockSamsung’s Galaxy Tab is available with a 7-inch screen, though a 10-inch version is due out later this year. The company offers the Full Size Keyboard Dock, which offers more features than the product name suggests. A dock at the top can keep the Tab charged and connect the tablet to the keyboard. Another cool feature is a
headphone jack outlet at the back of the keyboard, which could be handy when trying to maintain silence. It’s unclear if the dock will accommodate the upcoming 10-inch Tab. The Keyboard Dock is priced at $79.99 on Samsung’s website. Samsung Galaxy Tab Conductive Style digital pensOther Tab accessories include Samsung’s $19.99 Conductive
Style, a digital pen stylized like a “premium writing instrument,” according to the company. A range of covers and cases are available on Samsung’s website, with the protective covers priced at $29.99, and leather cases starting at $49.99. PlayBook Truss caseStaples also houses some accessories for non-Android tablets like Research In Motion’s
BlackBerry PlayBook, a 7-inch tablet that will begin shipping in mid-April starting at $499. Included are a $69.99 Rapid Charging Pod, a $49.99 Leather Convertible Case and a $59.99 Leather Book Binder, which looks like an e-reader case. Accessory maker Targus has listed a nylon Truss case for the PlayBook, which is listed at $34.99, though it is
not yet available for order. Targus is also offering a leather Zierra portfolio case for the PlayBook priced at $54.99. M-Edge is selling a $29.99 sleeve that can be used not only for Samsung’s Galaxy Tab, but also Amazon’s Kindle and Barnes & Noble’s Nook e-readers. Calling it “Convertible Sleeve,” M-Edge says the jacket gives users the “best of both
worlds by combining the functionality of a jacket with the security of a sleeve.” The front of the sleeve has four small pockets on the edges to hold a tablet or e-reader when in use. Vogel’s offers Ringo mounts to place the Samsung Tab and iPad tablets on walls or car backseats. The Ringo Wall Mount can be screwed into a wall, and tablets can be
placed into a holder that can rotate 360 degrees. With the Ringo Car Mount, a tablet can be mounted on a backseat. The tablet mounts will become available worldwide in late April, and are priced between $69.99 and $99.99. Toshiba Tablet, an upcoming 10.1-inch tablet, will include the unique ability to replace a battery, a feature not available in
competing tablets. Toshiba says consumers have to only be “screwdriver savvy,” and a replacement battery is already available for pre-order on Staples’ tablet promotion site priced at $89.99. Other accessories for Toshiba Tablet listed include a case ($39.99), a back cover ($19.99) and a tablet pen ($14.99). In all, the Staples tablet website is a good
one-stop shop that lists accessories for Toshiba Tablet and other devices. The release date and price for the Toshiba Tablet have not yet been announced.
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